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LATEST NEWS:  First National Title Insurance Promotes 

DJ Horn to Southwest Region Agency Manager 
 

PLANO, TEXAS - First National Title Insurance Company (FNTI) is proud to announce the 

promotion of DJ Horn to Southwest Region Agency Manager. 

Horn has been in the Industry over 20 years and has been with the company ten years 

this coming March. 

“I’m looking forward to working again with our title agents in this six-state region and 

transporting the relationships I’ve developed into opportunities for both FNTI, but more 

importantly, our agents,” says DJ. 

First National CEO Chris Phillips stated, “DJ has demonstrated time and time again his 

passion and devotion to our agents. This new opportunity for DJ will allow him to use his 

talents to increase our abilities to service our agents in the southwest region.” 

Executive Vice President George Stablein added, “It’s awesome to have one of the 

original five in this role. From day one, no one demonstrates our core values better than 

DJ every day. He’ll do amazing things for our agents, the prospects we are going to 

add to our agent family, those at FNTI currently serving our agents, and the resources 

we continue to provide to our customers.“ 

Horn joined FNTI from its inception and early building stages. He has helped grow the 

building blocks of the company including company values and the type of service we 

provide to our customers. He has been instrumental in our national expansion in just 

over a year. First National Title Insurance Company is now licensed in 34 states across 

the United States (TX, AZ, NM, FL, OK, CO, AR, TN, UT, NV, MT, ND, NE, MO, LA, MS, AL, 

GA, SC, NC, KY, IN, OH, MI, PA, MD, DE, DC, VA, WV, NH, ME, RI, AK) with more on the 

way. 

About First National Title Insurance Company  

First National Title Insurance Company is the ninth largest title insurance underwriter in 

the United States. Consistently growing, First National Title Insurance’s mission is to be the 

independent title agent’s preferred source for its underwriting needs by providing 

outstanding service and solutions with integrity and respect. FNTI strives to be the 

underwriter agents rely upon to answer all underwriting concerns, and to be your 

partner for all educational needs. Our goal is to be the underwriter agents count on to 

keep the interests of the independent title agent at the forefront of our efforts. Most 



importantly, we continue to work hard to become the underwriter that earns your 

business every day.  

For more information about First National Title Insurance, please visit www.fnti.com. 

Company Philosophy – People do business with those they know, like, and trust. 

 


